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5 units Mercedes Benz Arocs 4145-K 8x4 c/w VS-Mont Isolated Rear Tipper 20m³ - New. 
 

Wheel base: 5150 mm (1-3 axle ) 
Type cab: day 

(V) Loading volume: 20 m3    Dimension : 7050 mm x 2300 mm x 1300 mm 

Support frame: 
It is constructed individually for each specific chassis according to the chassis manufacturer‘s 
recommendation and advice. 

Hydraulics: 
Complete HYVA FE with gimbal system hydraulics with gimbal and controlling in the driver’s 
cabin. 

Used material: 
Floor          HB 450 (highly wear-resistant steel)             Thickness  6 mm 
Sidewalls   HB 450 (highly wear-resistant steel)             Thickness  5 mm 
Tailgate      HB 450 (highly wear-resistant steel)             Thickness  5 mm 

Sidewalls: 
Sidewalls are rigid welded to the front face - without possibility to open. 

Tailgate: 
PENDEL – tailgate is suspended on pins and it is opened by its own weight while tipping. The 
tailgate is secured and 
unsecured by mechanic draw bars. Securing and unsecuring follows automatically during the 
tipping of the body, 
without intervention of the service. 
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Varnishing: 
Frame and all steel parts are jetted with a steel granulate before painting, varnished with a priming 
anticorrosive colour 
and upper acrylate paint.   
  
  
Accessories calculated in the price of the tipping body: 
* without spare wheel holder on front face – mechanical, rope 
* holders for fitting wedges (if they are not included to the chassis delivery), shovel holder 
* side aluminium barriers + barrier holders / ladder for body 
* mudguards aluminium on body for (3-4 axle )+ mudflaps with mounting , Plastic mudguard for (2 
axle ) 
* end tipping switch, safety rope 
* rubber stops – replaceable 
* reflective tipping body marking according to regulation EHK no.104 
* signalling of the tipping the body 
* tipping body stabilizer + hyfix 
* tipping body support 
* fitting of the tipping body on to the chassis in the VS-mont factory 
* instructions for use in english language 

Optional equipment  
* heat isolation of the body / stainless steel cover -floor, sidewalls, front face and tailgate 
* cramaro tarpaulin systems – Cabriole with eletric operation remete control 24V 
* rear tiltable and adjustable bumper (barrier) (for finisher) 
  


